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James Loudspeaker
Small Aperture® (SA)
Series are barely visible
ultra-high-performance
architectural speakers
reproducing sound with
the refinement of a
studio monitor. All that is
visible to the listener is a
color-matched low-profile
grille, which is available
in 3-inch or 4-inch round
or square flush mount
style. We think the
room-filling sound quality
is nothing short of
staggering!
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James Loudspeaker
PowerPipe Marine
subwoofers fill any space
with rich, detailed bass
frequencies without
interfering with décor.
The PowerPipe utilizes
a flexible tube to move
bass energy from a hidden
location into the listening
space through a visually
unassuming grille. These
subwoofers use a durable,
sealed aluminum
enclosure that can be
concealed just about
anywhere. The flexible
tube is simply routed from
the enclosure to a vast
array of standard or
custom port options,
providing a seamless
décor treatment for even
the most discerning clients
and designers. Custom
port options can be
configured in a
multitude of shapes,
sizes and colors.

3” grille in wood cabinetry

Rich, room filling sound
as the foundation of your
home music system.
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James Loudspeaker
Marine sound bars
provide an ideal solution
for bringing refined sound
to any flat panel display.
Completely customized to
match the size and color
of each TV, James
Loudspeaker’s sturdy
aircraft-grade aluminum
sound bars are available
as a center channel, left/
right stereo, or the
complete package of left/
right and center. We even
offer sound bars that
mount to the sides of the
TV for applications where
mounting to the bottom is
impossible. Whatever your
needs, there is an elegant
James Loudspeaker
Marine sound bar solution
to bring beautiful music
to your next adventure at
sea.
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James Loudspeaker QXC
Marine Series combine
our legendary audio
performance with
low-profile borderless
aluminum grilles that
protrude less than
5 millimeters from the
mounting surface. Each
QXC speaker features an
aluminum cone woofer
with Santoprene™
rubber surrounds and our
renowned Quad aluminum
tweeter array that delivers
reference-quality sound
to a large area, even if the
speaker is unavoidably off
axis to the listener.
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James Loudspeaker
Customized Solutions

accommodate the unique
requirements of each
marine installation,
providing outstanding
custom-engineered
speakers for our network
of dealers and their
clients. In some instances,
our engineers create
a loudspeaker to fit an
unusual or confined space,
match a unique finish,
fabricate a grille or port
from a specialty
material or add some
special feature. Because
almost all of our
enclosures are
hand-fabricated from
aircraft-grade aluminum,
we can custom fabricate
just about any shape or
size with great precision.
Set sail with James
Loudspeaker customized
marine solutions.

James Loudspeaker Marine delivers the finest entertainment experience possible from a discreet,
décor-matched form factor. Each speaker undergoes a process to protect the enclosure and inner
workings against the elements in even the harshest environments. We use the finest materials, from
aircraft-grade aluminum to our durable, application-specific powder coating. Our proprietary drivers
(woofers/midranges/tweeters) are made using aluminum cones and Santoprene™ surrounds,
providing both durability and superb sound. All hardware is made from high-grade galvanized 316
stainless steel and applied using Tef-Gel to prevent fusion of dissimilar metals upon assembly.
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